The NPDGamma experiment measures the parity-violating (PV) gamma asymmetry from polarized cold neutrons captured on protons at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The (PV) neutron spin asymmetry A γ of photons from polarized cold neutron capture on protons is proportional to the ΔI = 1 long This article is part of the Topical Collection on
quarks is small compared to the nucleon size, so the HWI is sensitive to quark-quark weak correlations in hadrons. Thus, the HWI gives unique insights into QCD in the nonperturbative strongly interacting limit. In the HWI, strong and electro-magnetic effects dominate, but since the weak interaction violates parity, few nucleon experiments can utilize parity-violation (PV) to measure various asymmetries to probe the HWI. Since the HWI involves the low energy, non-perturbative regime, theoretical calculations are complicated by QCD amplitudes and performing experiments is difficult.
The benchmark theory for the HWI is the Desplanques, Donoghue, and Holstein (DDH) meson exchange model which is parametrized by 7 degrees of freedom in the form of the couplings h 1 π , h 0,1 ω , h 0,1,1 ,2 ρ [1, 2] . DDH created theoretical reasonable ranges and best values based on the quark model, SU(6) symmetry, and non-leptonic hyperon decays. Of these couplings, h 1 π remains somewhat controversial since the DDH-predicted size of h 1 π differs from other calculations [3, 4] and 18 F measurements [5] [6] [7] [8] , the only experiments probing h 1 π directly. Although the theoretical nuclear physics uncertainties in the 18 F process seem to be understood with minimal model dependence [9] , theoretical interpretations in heavy nuclei are inherently difficult.
More recently, effective field theories (EFT) are being developed for low energy PV experiments in the HWI [10] [11] [12] [13] . These EFT theories have the advantage of being completely model independent, but the theoretical framework has not reached the level of DDH because there are too many degrees of freedom. As experiments become more precise and provide more inputs to EFTs, their sensitivity will become comparable to the theoretical error in the DDH model. In this sense, the DDH framework has almost reached its theoretical limit [14] . EFTs will likely become the leading theory to express physical observables since there is little error in the calculations. Until then, we will express the HWI observables in the DDH framework.
The NPDGamma experiment will be the first few nucleon precision measurement of h 1 π . Few nucleon measurements have the advantage of little or no theoretical ambiguity, but since the energy level spacings are large, the PV signals are small due to small PV admixtures. In the NPDGamma experiment, the parity-violating photon asymmetry in the reaction n + p → d + γ , A γ , is related to the couplings in the DDH model by
Since the couplings h 1 ρ and h 1 ω are constrained to be small from kaon decay experiments and have small coefficients, A γ is only sensitive to h 1 π . NPDGamma seeks to measure h 1 π to 10 −7 , so A γ must be measured to 10 −8 . The 18 F measurements suggest a small value of h 1 π , and it will be interesting if the ΔI = 1 channel is suppressed since it is sensitive to neutral weak currents. A measurement by the NPDGamma experiment aims to piece together the picture surrounding h 1 π in the HWI. In the n + p → d + γ reaction, polarized cold neutrons are incident on protons (molecular hydrogen). Neutrons are captured on protons, forming a deuteron, and emitting a photon with 2.2 MeV. Electric and magnetic dipole transitions from this n − p radiative capture produce a mixture of states with opposite parity. This admixture of states causes deviations from isotropy in the photon momentum with respect to the neutron spin. The PV contribution between the neutron spin σ n and photon momentum k γ amounts to a cos(θ) factor from PV admixture matrix elements and a sin(θ) for the PC matrix elements. Typically, the PV asymmetry A γ is labeled A UD and the PC asymmetry is labeled A LR . The differential cross section is then
The neutron spin is systematically flipped and the asymmetry A UD can be extracted by measuring the yield of outgoing photons for different spin states. Figure 1 shows the NPDGamma apparatus on the FNPB. Once neutrons exit the guide, a low efficiency 3 He detector monitors the spectrum before the neutrons are incident on the supermirror polarizer. Once polarized, the neutrons traverse through a radio frequency spin rotator where the spin is flipped pulse by pulse through time of flight. Neutrons then enter the 16 L liquid parahydrogen target wherein ∼60 % of the neutrons are captured resulting in a single 2.2 MeV photon. The photons are detected in the 48 CsI(Tl) detector array, operated in current mode. The apparatus is contained in a vertical holding field to maintain polarization from the polarizer to the liquid hydrogen target.
Data structure and asymmetry isolation
In the NPDGamma experiment, a typical run consisted of 2500 8-step spin sequences. A typical spin sequence contains the pattern ↑↓↓↑↓↑↑↓ in order to cancel time-dependent detector efficiencies up to quadratic order. For asymmetry analysis, a 16-step spin sequence consisting of two 8-step sequences ↑↓↓↑↓↑↑↓ and ↓↑↑↓↑↓↓↑ is used to cancel false asymmetries produced by transients. The detector array consists of 4 rings of 12 CsI detectors that are formed into 24 pairs to cancel common mode beam fluctuations, whether they are slowly changing fluctuations or spontaneous lower powered pulses. A detector pair i is constructed from a detector j and the detector k located 90 • around the ring. A raw asymmetry for a detector pair is found from the yield in each detector pair N j and N k via the geometric mean √ α:
where
Having defined the raw asymmetry for a detector pair, we must understand the contributions to the prompt signal. Shown below in Fig. 2 is a graphical representation of the fractions in the signal for an average detector. The hydrogen target is enclosed in an aluminum vessel since aluminum has a very low neutron cross section. Neutrons that capture on aluminum also produce a PV prompt photon with energies from 0 -8 MeV. Since the detectors are run in current mode to maximize statistics, the photons from aluminum and hydrogen cannot be distinguished in the detectors. The contributions of hydrogen and aluminum to the total signal were determined by the signal decay over time from closed shutter measurements. It was determined that the prompt hydrogen signal contributed about 80 % and the prompt aluminum signal contributed about 20 % to the total signal for an average detector. In addition to the prompt cascade from neutron capture on 27 Al, there is a betadelayed mode with a half life of τ = 194 seconds. This beta-delayed signal manifests as a constant pedestal, depends on irradiation history of the target, and is spin-independent from its long half life compared to a pulse (pink line in Fig. 2) .
Having determined the fractions of the prompt signal, we can now turn to the relationship between the raw asymmetry and the PV asymmetries in hydrogen and aluminum. In an ideal case with no contribution from aluminum, the asymmetry would be A raw = P tot (A UD cos(θ) + A LR sin(θ)), where the total polarization factor P tot = P n · SF · C depol is the product of the average polarization over the spectrum, the RSF spin flip efficiency, and the depolarization through the target. In order to account for the contaminations from aluminum, we first subtract the constant pedestal from beta-delayed aluminum in the N j and N k yields from (4) . Next, we must subtract the PV aluminum asymmetry with the appropriate fractions. The raw asymmetry can be written in terms of the PV hydrogen (H) and aluminum (Al) asymmetries as:
where the fractions f H i and f Al i are determined from decay fits, the polarization factors P tot are determined from polarimetry measurements, and the geometry factors G UD,i = k γ · ŷ and G LR,i = k γ · x replace the cos(θ) and sin(θ), respectively, due to the finite geometry of the detector array. The geometry factors are found using a combination of Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNPX) simulations and Cs sources. In order to properly extract the hydrogen asymmetry A H UD , the asymmetries from aluminum must be measured. A measurement of the aluminum asymmetry is currently ongoing at the SNS.
Analysis algorithms for filtering data
The analysis must account for a number of phenomena. The analysis algorithms must keep track of various beam phenomena, including dropped or low powered pulses, pulse-to-pulse variations, and chopper phases. The analysis algorithms must also calculate the dynamic pedestal from beta-delayed aluminum in each spin sequence for a proper asymmetry calculation. Three parallel analyses from IU, UT, and ASU have been developed to account for these phenomena. Although these analyses are performed with separate algorithms, they accomplish these goals by calculating a fitted amplitude to each pulse, variation within a spin sequence from these fitted amplitudes, a fitted pedestal for each spin sequence, and a chopper phase diagnostic. That leaves only four cuts to be applied to the data: 1. minimum amplitude: A gross cut eliminating the dropped pulses which accounts for the majority of the cut data, 2. chopper phase: Eliminate chopper phase variations to keep data with known polarization and to get a proper beta-delayed pedestal from algorithm, 3. beam stability within a spin sequence: Eliminate pulse-to-pulse variations from the accelerator at the 1% level to keep data with the same statistical weight, 4. proper 16-step spin sequence: Eliminate transients, dropped pulses in a 16-step spin sequence, and bad SF spin sequences which may contain false asymmetries.
The applied cuts are independent of polarization. Figure 3 shows the raw asymmetry before and after cuts for a batch of runs labeled H1 (about 10 beam days of data). We can see that before cuts there are small peaks outside the main peak due to dropped pulses and the accelerator ramping up to 60 Hz. Once all cuts are applied, a single gaussian distribution remains and about 15 % of the total data is eliminated. Table 1 shows the percent of the total data removed after each cut. We can see that the minimum amplitude cut accounts for most of the data removed. These data are mostly from dropped pulses and non-60 Hz repetition rate. On average, the spin sequences with large chopper phase variation and pulse height variation only account for 5 % of the cut data. The remainder of the data that are cut is from forming proper 16-step spin sequences. For example, if a pulse is dropped in an 8-step spin sequence, the next and/or previous spin sequence must be eliminated so that a valid 16-step spin sequence can be formed. Fig. 4 Raw hydrogen asymmetry as a function of detector pair after all cuts. The three independent parallel analyses from UT, IU, and ASU are in very good agreement. The prompt aluminum subtraction will be carried out once the experiment ends in May 2016
Summary
The NPDGamma experiment has completed measurements with the hydrogen target and has acquired about 250 beam days of hydrogen data. All runs have been analyzed and are in good agreement between the parallel analyses. Shown in Fig. 4 are the raw hydrogen asymmetries for the three parallel analyses after all cuts. The subtraction of the aluminum asymmetry has not been performed yet in Fig. 4 . The aluminum asymmetry measurement is currently ongoing at the SNS and is expected to be completed at the end of May 2016. Systematics of the experiment have been well documented in reference [15] and are an order of magnitude lower than the statistical uncertainty. Once the aluminum asymmetry measurements and analyses are completed, the NPDGamma collaboration will have made the first determination of the HWI coupling h 1 π in a few nucleon system.
